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Exoskeletons can enhance the endurance of able-bodied
wearers performing long-duration, exhaustive mobility tasks in
warehouses, construction sites, emergency relief operations, or
in the military [1]–[4]. However, there are several issues that
arise with the use of exoskeletons by able-bodied users from
the lack of accommodation for fatigue and reduced sensing,
resulting in unnecessarily high initial levels of assistance pro-
vided constantly over time – using more power than necessary
and reducing human capability with continued use.

Exoskeletons are typically built with a minimal set of on-
board sensors for compact design, which limits the sensing in-
formation that a controller can exploit to adapt. Commercially-
available sensors (e.g., IMUs and EMGs) added to measure the
wearer’s body movement and muscle activation are rigid and
can be uncomfortable when worn between the body and a rigid
exoskeleton system.

In recent years, the development of novel soft sensors has
opened the possibility of measuring human movement more
comfortably [5]–[7]. The use of flexible, fabric-embedded
sensors provides streamlined, comfortable kinematic data col-
lection that can be used to develop fatigue compensation
by leveraging machine learning techniques with the feedback
control theory and human biomechanical modeling. But before
we can build these tools, we need to know how the sensors
perform over time and how they respond to different place-
ments and body interactions: the contribution of this work.

The state of art experiment protocols of soft sensor eval-
uations do not have long duration testing or comparisons of
sensor behaviors across different joint types. In this work we
aim to assess performance of two flexible sensor types over
the knee and hip joints for an extended duration and inform
design of robust exoskeleton systems.

Two types of soft sensors are evaluated to achieve accurate
and comfortable sensing, a multiphase composite (MPC) sen-
sor [8] and a new textile sensor developed in the Faboratory
Lab at Yale University (publication in preparation). Both are
strain sensors, changing capacitance with elongation. The soft
sensors were stretched over the hip and knee joints along the
sagittal plane and compared against rigid commercial IMU
sensors as ground truth (Fig. 1). Each subject was asked to
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Fig. 1. Two types of flexible sensors are compared against rigid IMUs to
compare continuity of joint angles measurements over extended use.

perform a series of tasks: walking, stepping up and down, and
sit-to-stand motions. Agreement between the sensor data and
ground truth are compared for each of the tasks and over time.

Several factors are discussed that may impact sensor perfor-
mance, including placement, calibration, and physical interac-
tions with the body. Using these analyses, in future work the
soft senors can be used in to create a comfortable, lightweight
exoskeleton system capable of explicitly addressing the fatigue
issues for endurance enhancement by delaying the onset of
fatigue and enabling better usage of exoskeleton power.
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